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WITH A 
Let (E, 8) be a measurable space and let q be a probability measure on %‘. Denote by I(q) the 
set of Markov kernels P over (I?, 8) for which q is an invariant measure: 11 = T$? We characterize 
the extreme points of I(q) in this paper. When E is a finite set, 1(v j is a compact, convex set of 
Markov matrices over E and our characterization generalizes the Birkhoff-von Neumann 
theorem, which asserts that if q is the uniform distribution on E the extreme points of I(v) are 
the (# E)! permutation matrices. The number of extreme points of I(q) depends in a complicated 
manner on the entries of 7; the case # p = 3 is enumerated explicitly and general results are 
given on the maximum and minimum numbers of extreme points. For finite E a similar treatment 
is given of the convex cone I*(q) of all generator matrices of Markov processes for which q is 
invariant: its extremal rays are identified. 
AMS (1970) subject classifications: 
primary 60510; secondary lSA18, lSA51,52A25, 52A40. 
Markov chain generator matrix 
Markov process invariant measure 
transition kernel convex set 
transition matrix extreme point 
1. Markov chains with a prescribed invariant measure 
Let E be a finite set with cardinality #E. The Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem 
of linear algebra asserts that the extreme points of the family of doubly Markov 
matrices over E are precisely the (#E)! permutation matrices over E. Since a 
Markov matrix over E is doubly Markov if and only if the uniform distribution on E 
is an invariant measure, this theorem identifies the extreme points of the set of 
Markov matrices for which the uniform distribution is an invariant measure. It is 
natural to pose the same problem for the other probability measures on E: namely, 
for each probability measure 7 on E identify the extreme points of the compact 
convex set 
(1) I(q) = {P: P is Markov, 77 = VP) 
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of Markov matrices over E which admit 7~ as a (not necessarily unique) invariant 
measure. In this paper we obtain a theoretical characterization of the extreme 
points of 1(q) as being determined by their zero entries; this result is a special case 
of Theorem (2), which solves the problem for general measurable spaces. 
Unfortunately, the nu.??&~ of extreme points of I(q) depends in a complicated 
manner on the entries of q ; only for # E = 2 and # E = 3 have we identified this 
dependence in full and then only by enumeration. For # E = 3, the number and 
explicit form of the extreme points of I(q) are given in Section 3 below. Section 2 
contains general results pertinent o the case of finite E. 
In Section 4 we treat, for the case of finite E, the family of generator matrices 
associated with continuous time Markov processes for which a prescribed prob- 
ability distribution q is invariant. Few outside results are required in this paper: for 
basic properties of Markov matrices and generator matrices the reader is referred 
to any standard text, e.g., [2,5], while Markov kernels are treated in [6]. The 
Krein-Milman theorem, which states that a compact, convex set in a “nice” locally 
convex topological vector space is fully specified by its extreme points, has 
motivated our wanting to characterize the extreme points of I(q) and is a principal 
result in functional analysis, cf. [ 1,8]. 
Let (E, 8) be a measurable space and let r) be a probability measure on 8. 
Denote by I(q) the set of Markov kernels P over (E, %) for which q = qP, where 
mu)= J rl(dx)W, A). 
For E a finite set, this 1(q) is the same set of matrices identified by (1). The set I(r)) 
is a convex subset of the Banach space V of bounded linear operators from the set 
of bounded, &measurable functions into itself, whose extreme points are then of 
interest. When E is a compact metric space with Bore1 a-algebra 8, I(q) is compact 
and by the Krein-Milman theorem is the closed, convex hull of its set of extreme 
points. 
Our main theoretical result, Theorem (2), characterizes the extreme points of 
I(q) under no restrictions on (E, $3’). 
(2) Theorem. The following assertions are equivalent for each P E I(q): 
(a) P is an extreme point of I(q); 
(b) There exists no P’ E I(q) such that F’ # P, P’(x, l )q: P(x, 8 ) for every x E E and 
for some choice of Radon-Nikodym derivatives, 
(3) 
dP’(x, l ) 
:;!i- dP(x, l ) 
(Yw@* 
roof. Both implications are demonstrated by contraposition. 
not (a) 3 not (b): If P is not extreme, there exist PI, P2 E I(q), distinct from P 
each other, and u” E (0,l) such that P = cvPl + (1 - a)P2. This implies, in partic- 
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ular, that for each x E E 
P(x, ’ )= aP1(x, ’ )+(l - a)P*(x, l ). 
Consequently, Pr(x, l )<’ P(x, l ) for each x. If x is fixed and f is the Radon- 
Nikodym derivative dPr (x, l )/dP(x, l ), then we may infer from (4) that 
I (1 -cuf)dP(x, - )=(l -a!)P2(x, A)20 A 
for all A c % and hence that 1 - arfa 0 a.e. with respect o P(x, l ). We may without 
harm assume that 1 - cuf” 0 everywhere, so that f~ c?. The bound is indepen- 
dent of x and so the conditions of (b) are satisfied by P’ = PI. 
not (b) + not (a): If (b) fails, there exists a function f on E x E that is jointly 
measurable, nonnegative and bounded, such that 
P’(x, A) = 
I A f(x, Y )P(x~ dy) 
defines an element of Z(r)). Choose ar E (0,l) sufficiently small that 1 - cuf z= 0 and 
let 
P”(x, A)= (1 -cy)-’ 
I (I- af(x, y))P(x, dy) A 
(5) = (I- a)-‘[P(x, A)- cyP’(x, A)]. 
Because 1 - Lyf 2 0, the first equality in (5) shows that P is a Markov kernel over 
(E, 2?). Furt’ ermore, the second equality in (5) implies not only that 
qp”= (1 - a)-‘(?+ aqP’) 
which forces P”E Z(Q), but also that 
P= oP’+(l --a)P”, 
in light of which P is not extreme. 
While our main application of Theorem (2) is to the case of finite E, it is 
interesting to note that the permutation matrix + extreme point implication of the 
Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem is valid in great generality. 
Corollary. Assume that {x} E 27 for all x E E. If T: E -+ E is a measurable trans- 
formation that preserves q-measure (i.e., 7 = qT_l), then the element Pr of Z(q) 
defined by 
h-(x, ’ > = ET(x)( - 19 
where E, denotes the point mass at y E E, is an extreme point of Z(q). 
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Proof. For each x: the only probability Imeasure on % absolutely continuous with 
respect o &T(X) is E~(~) itself; hence PT satisfies (b) of Theorem (2). 
2. The case of finite E 
Throughout this section we assume that E is a finite set with # E = n and that 
Elements of I(q) are viewed as it X II Markov matrices. We first deduce from 
Theorem (2) that the extreme points of I(q) are characterized by being uniquely 
determined by the locations of their zero entries. We then consider the minimum 
and maximum (over 7) number of extreme points as a function of n. The former is 
shown to be n! and to be achieved only if 77 is the uniform distribution; we cannot 
compute the latter exactly, but present a conjectured lower bound. 
Let &={l,..., n}X{l,..., n}, which we regard as the domain of an II x n 
matrix. We now introduce the following terminology. 
(6) Definition. (a) A subset B of BO of cardinality (n - 1)’ is said to be zero- 
determining provided there exists at most one element P of I(q) such that P(i, j) = 
0 for all (i, j)E B. 
(b) An element P of I(q) is zero-defermined if there exists a zero-determining 
set B such that P(i, j) = 0 (at least) for all (i, j) E B. 
Remarks. (1) Heuristically, an elemen?: P of I(v) is zero-determined if it contains 
(n - Q2 zeros arranged in such a manner that the remaining &- (‘n - 1)2 = 2n - 1 
entries of P can be determined from the relations 
and 
(8) Pl==l. 
(2) To clarify the concept, let us briefly consider the case n = 2. Manifestly, 
((19 l)), ((19 2% I(29 1)) and ((29 2)) are zero-determining sets; however, there need 
not correspond to different zero-determining sets distinct elements of I($ nor 
need there correspond to a given zero-determining set any element of I(v). For 
example if q = ($,3>, then solution of (7), (8) without regard to nonnegativity ields 
the following results: 
(a) For B = I(% 3, 
P= 
-1 2 
I 1 10’ 
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which is not a Markov matrix and hence not in I(q); 
(b) For B = {(1,2)} and B = ((2, l)}, P = I, the identity matrix; 
(c) For B ={(I, 1% 
(9) P= 
0 1 
[ 3 f $ ’ 
which does belong to I(q). 
The reader can verify by simple computations that I and the matrix P given by 
(9) are the two extreme points of I(q), which motivates the following result. 
(10) Theorem. The following assertions are equivalent, where P is an element of 
Ib7): 
(a) P is an extreme point; 
(b) P is zero-determined. 
Proof. (a)+(b): If P is extreme, then it satisfies (b) of Theorem (2). If P were not 
zero-determined there would exist P’ # P in I(Q) such that P’(i, j) = 0 whenever 
P(i, j) = 0. This last, however, implies that P’(i, l )<c P(i, 9 ) for each i and (3) is 
satisfied because E is finite. But (b) of Theorem (2) is now contradicted. 
(b)+(a): If P is not extreme, then there exists P’ satisfying the conditions in (b) 
of Theorem (2); but then P’(i, j) = 0 whenever P(i, j)= 0 and P cannot be zero- 
determined. 
Remarks. (1) For the case n = 2, Theorem (10) provides a complete charac- 
terization of the extreme points of I(q); there are always two extreme points which 
(recall that ~(1)s q(2)) are the identity matrix I and the matrix 
[ 
0 1 
p= r1(1)/77(2) 1 1-%1)/q(2) ’




the other 2 X 2 permutation matrix. 
(2) When rt 2 3, Theorem (10) determines the churacter but not the number of 
extreme points of I(q). As illustrated in Section 3 below, the number of extreme 
points of I(q) depends in a complicated manner on the entries of q. While we have 
been unable to discern this dependence in closed form, the following are some steps 
in that direction. Let N(q) be the number of extreme points of 1(q) and put 
m, = min{N(q): # E = n, q(i) > 0 for all i), 
Ma = max{ZV(q): #E = 12, v(i)>0 for all i}. 
The former is easier to analyze. 
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(11) Theorem. For na3, m, = n ! and N(q) = n ! if and only if TJ is the uniform 
distribution on E. 
Proof. If P is an extreme point of I(q), then it is easily seen that there exists a 
unique n x n permutation matrix Q such that Q(i, j) = 0 whenever P(i, j) = 0. 
Hence, given a permutation matrix Q let a(C& q) be the set of extreme points of 
I(q) associated to Q in this manner. We shall show that a( Q; q) # 8 for all Q and 
that if q is not uniform, then #a(Q*; q)--‘2, where Q* corresponds to the 
permutation c(i) = i + 1, mod n. From these statements the theorem follows at 
once. 
With Q fixed, define P as follows: 
(a) If Q(i, i) = 1, put P(i, i) = 1. 
(b) Let i0 = inf{i: Q(i, i) = 0). If Q(i, i)= 0 let P(i, j) = q&)/q(i) for that unique 
j =1(i) such that Q(i, j) = 1 and let P(i, i) = [q(i)- v(io)]/rl(i). 
Since the entries of 7 are in increasing order, P is nonnegative and Markov; P is 
evidently zero-determined and hence in a(Q; q) provided that it belongs to I(q). 
For fixed j the jth column of P is of one of the following forms: 
(a) If Q( j, j) = 1, then P( l , j) = I( 9 , j); 
(b) If Qlk, j)= 1 for some k #j, then 
and P(1, j) = 0 for all other values of 1. In both cases it is clear that 
and consequently P E I(v). 
The matrix P defined by 
and 
P(i,ii-l)=l, i= i,...,t2-1, 
Ph l)= rl(lYrl(n), 
P(n, k)= [r,,(k)- r;l(k- l)]/?(n), k = 2,. . . , n, 
is clearly an extreme point of I(q) associated with the permutation matrix Q” 
singled out above. If r) is not the uniform distribution, then this P is distinct from 
the extreme point associateld to Q* by the construction of the first part of the proof. 
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The maximum M, is more difficult to elucidate. Since there are not more extreme 
points than zero-determining sets, we have 
(12) M+(,,l’,,)-;,‘:r:::. 
In Section 3 it is shown by enumeration that AC& = 13, with the hound achieved 
when 7 (1 j c 7~ (2) < q (3) and q (1) + 7 (2) > q (3). On the basis of similar calculations 
too numerous to include here, we believe that I&.= 246 and is achieved when 
q(l)< q(2)< q(3)< q(4) and q(i)+q(j)> q(k) whenever i, j< k. This suggests 
that M, grows very fast with n and in fact we have the following. 
(13) Conjecture. For each n, M;, a nnm2(n - l)!. 
Our grounds for (13) are as follows. For Q* as in the proof of (11) [i.e., 
o(i) = i + I, mod n], we have been able to show by induction that 
#a(Q*; qj= nns2 
provided that q(l)< q(2)< l l l <q(n) and that q(i)+ q(j)> q(k) whenever i, j< 
k. The proof is omitted because we have been unable to verify the remaining 
assertion eeded to validate (13): namely, if Q is an irreducible n x n permutation 
matrix and v satisfies the conditions noted above, then # a(Q; r)) = nne2. 
The latter conjecture has been verified by enumeration for n = 2, n = 3 (cf. 
Section 3) and n = 4. 
Remark. For comparison of the (crude) upper bound (12) and the conjectured 
lower bound (13) we note that 
2n-s/2 
n”-‘(n-l)!-n n_, , 
e 
which suggests that if (13) is correct it is nearly sharp. 
3. Thecasen=3 
TO illustrate some of the difficulties alluded to in the latter part of Section 2 we 
present in this section an explicit enumeration of the extreme points of 1(q) when 
n = 3. Throughout we assume that O< v(l)6 77(2)~ q(3). Four properly placed 
zeros define a zero-determining set., so there can be no more than (z) = 126 extreme 
points of .1(q) and there will clearly be not nearly this many. The following fourteen 
matrices are those zero-determined matrices that belong to I(q) for some but 
not necessarily all measures q. In each of these four locations defining a 
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zero-determining set are underlined. The matrices are 
1 9 
L 
0 0 1 
p11= i m/r/2 l- m/q2 0 7 
(! m/r13 1 -%I773 _ I 
0 
p12= 1 0 
; 1 
0 1 
m/r/3 T2lr13 I- lq1-b q2)lq3 
_ 
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Eachof PI,.. . , Pi4 is obtained by setting the underlined entries equal to zero and 
solving for the remaining entries using (7) and (8). Depending on relations among 
the entries of q, not all of PI, . . . , PI4 need be nonnegative and not all that belong 
to I(q) need be distinct. The following table clarifies this situation and also classifies 
extreme points as irreducible or not. 
Irreducible extreme points: 
Reducible extreme points: 
Number of extreme points: 
p3, p4, ps, p9, Pll, PI2 
pl, p2, p6. p, 
10 
(2) V(l)< SF 70); 7W+ V(2) = 77(3): 
Irreducible extreme points: p3, p4, PS, p8 = PlO = Plz=Pr3 = P14, P9, P11 
Reducible extreme points: pl, p2, p6, & 
Number of extreme points: 10 
(3) V(I)< SW r)(3); q(l)+ V(2)> 71(S): 
Irreducible extreme points: p3, p4, PC, p8, p9, PlO, PI 1, p,S, PI4 
Reducible extreme points: pl, p2, p6, p7 
Number of extreme points: 13 
(4) V(Y) = r1(2)< q(3); V(I)+ 
Ir _ iucible tixtreme points: 
Lducible extreme points: 
Number of extreme points: 
r1(W= r1(3): 
p3=ps, p9= PII, p12 
PI, p2, p4 = PC;, p7 
7 
(5) VU)- 77(2)< q(3); q(l)+ 77(z)= q(3) (i.e., r7 = (+, f, i)): 
Irreducible extreme points: P3 = Ps, P8 = PI0 = PI2 = P,3 = P14, p9 = PI 1 
Reducible extreme points: P1, P,, P4 = P6, P7 
Number of extreme points: 7 
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(6) rim= r1(W m; rl(l)+ r1G9~dV 
Irreducible extreme points: P? = ps, ps, p9 = p11, PIO, 83, p14 
Reducible extreme points: Pl, p2, p4 = P6, p7 
Number of extreme Ipoints: 10 
Irreducible extreme points: p3, ps = p13:, p4, pt3, p9 = PlO, Pll 
Reducible extreme points: pl, p2 = PI& p6, p7 
Number of extreme points: 10 
(8) q(l)= 77(2)= q(3) (i.e., q =$, 5, 4)): 
Irreducible extreme points: P3 = Ps = Pl3, Pg = PI0 = PII 
Reducible extreme points: PI, P2 = PI& PLJ = &, P, = Pa 
Number of extrjeme points: 6 
Remarks. (1) Of the matrices listed above, those that arise in the construction of 
Theorem (11) from the permutations (1,2,3), (1,3,2), (2,1,3), (3,2, l), (2,3,1) 
and (3,1,2) are PI, P2, P6, P7, P3 and PII, respectively. The additional extreme 
point constructed when q is not uniform is PC. 
(2) When ~#)<97(2)<77(3) and q(l)+q(2)>q(3) and the bound A&= 13 is 
attained, we have 
a@, 3,l); q)= P3, Ps, P131. 
and 
in swpport of (13). 
(3) Reducible extreme points have fewer than the maximum allowable number, 
5, of positive entries, while irreducible extreme points have 5 ( = 2n - 1) positive 
entries. This property is possibly true in general. 
(4) This case further illustrates the strange dependence of N(q) on q: for k 
sufficiently large and qk = (f--2/k, $-- l/k, $+3/k) one has r)k(l)< qk(2)< vk(3) 
and qk(l)+ qk(2)) qk(3) SO that N(vk)= 13, Wen though 
4. Markov processes with a prescribed invariant measure 
In this section we treat the continuous time analogue of the problem of Section 2: 
given a probability measure q on E describe the set of all infinitesimal generator 
matrices of Markov processes for which q is an invariant measure. It turns out that 
in contirltious ML, there is sufficient flexibility that-independent of q---this set is 
characterized by rather obvious analogues of the permutation matrices. 
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Formally, let I*(q) be the set of R x yt matrices A such that 
(14) A(i, i&O 
for all i E E, 
(15) A(i, j)sO 




where n = # E and where we continu: to assume that v(i) > 0 for all i. By virtue of 
standard theory [2,5], (17) implies th it if 
Pt = exp( tA) 
is the unique (Markov) transition function associated with A E I*(r, j then 
for all t SO, so that q is an invariant measure for (P*). The problem is to describe 
the set 1*(q) and differs from the problem of Section 2 in that I”(q), while 
evidently convex, is not compact and is not necessarily characterized by its extreme 
points since the Krein-Milman theorem is not applicable. Indeed A = 0 is the only 
extreme point of 1*(v). 
However, I*(q) is a polyhedral convex cone (with vertex A = 0) and is hence 
[ 1,3] characterized by its extremal rays. The ray R(A) = { tA: t 2 0) generated by 
A E I*(r)) is said to be extremal if whenever AO~ R(A) and there exists a represen- 
tation 
AO=aA1+(l--a)Az 
with Al, A2 E I*(q) and (Y E (0, 1) then necessarily A 1, A2 E R(A). The following 
result characterizes the extremal rays of !*(q). 
(18) Theorem. Let Q be a permutation matrix other than the identity and consdruct 
an element A of I*(q) according to the following recipe : 
(1) If Q(i, i)= 1 ( i.e., i is absorbing in Q) put A(i, j) = 0 for all j (i.e., make i 
absorbing in A); 
(2) 6, the restriction of Q to nonabsorbingstates, is a permutation matrix with zeroes 
on the main diagonal. For every off-diagonal zero in Q place a zero in the same 
location in A. 
(3) Set an arbitrarily chosen diagonal element of A equal to - 1 and solve uniquely 
[or thi remaining entries of A using (16) and (17). 
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Then R(A) is an extremal ray and, conversely, every extremal ray in I”(q) is of this 
f orm. 
Remarks. (1) Of course, it mlust be shown thiat the construction given in (l)-(3) 
above is possible and unique; we do so in the proof of (18). 
(2) An interpretation of the construction is the following: states absorbing in Q 
are absorbing in A, while nonabsorbing states in Q determine a (cyclic) pattern of 
movement for a Markov process, which A inherits together with such rates of 
movement (in the usual infinitesimal sense) that r) is an invariant measure. 
(3) To illustrate, when n = 3 the following five generator matrices define the 
extremal rays of 1*(q); the off-diagonal zeroes arising from the associated permu- 
tation matrix and the arbitrarily chosen on-diagonal -1 are underlined in each. 
li%of of Theorem (18). We begin by showing that the stated construction is 
well-defined and unique. Since clearly only (2) and (3) can cause difficulty, we can 
assume that Q has no absorbing states. It follows that Q contains n2 - 2n off- 
diagonal zeroes and that every row and column of A is specified by (2) except for 
exactly two entries. Specification of one diagonal element of A allows one to 
complete a row and column of A using (16) (and (17) respectively. This procedure 
will&, :;lough, yield another row and column each with only one entry unspecified; 
these may then be obtained using (16) and (1’7) and therefore A is uniquely defined 
by the steps (l), (2), (3). 
If A is so obtained, then R(A) is extremal, for if Aoe R(A) and 
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then Ao, and hence also Al and A*, must have off-diagonal zeroes in the same 
n2- 2n locations that A does (we continue to assume that A has no absorbing 
states and do so without loss of generality). Therefore if i is the state for which step 
(3) sets A(i, i)= - 1 and if 
, 
P = -Al(i, i), y = -A& i), 
then the very nature of the construction of A implies that 
Al-PA, A*= yA 
and consequently R(A) is an extremal ray. 
Conversely, let us suppose A E I*(q) is of the following form: A has no absorbing 
states, n - 1 columns of A contain precisely one positive element, but some column 
of A contains two positive elements, call them A(it, j) and A(i2, j). Construct, in 
the manner of the direct part of the Theorem, two elements A1 and At of I*(q) as 
follows: 
(a) Al(k, l)=A,(k, I)=0 if A(k, l)=O; 
(b) A&l, j) = 0, A&, j) = 0; 
(c) A&, i) = A(&, j), Adi;, j)= A(&, j)- 
According to the assumptions and an obvious modification of the proof of the direct 
part, these requirements pecify unique elements Al, A2 of I*(q) which, even 
though we don’t really need the fact, generate xtremal rays. We claim that 
(19) A=A,+A,, 
but this also is evident for th$ left-hand and right-hand sides of (19) both belong to 
I*(q) and agree in all off-diagonal entries. This shows that R(A) is not extremal, 
since clearly neither Al nor .A2 is a scalar multiple of A. 
An induction may now be used to complete the proof of (18). Alternatively, one 
can argue as follows: if A E I*(q) is not of one of the forms above then A can be 
expressed (uniquely, unless all off-diagonal terms in A are positive) as a linear 
combination of those elements defined by steps (I )-(3) which have the off-diagonal 
zeroes of A contained in the set of their own off-diagonal zeroes. 
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